
Hello, Community UU family.

Every day during Chalica* we focus on one principle - our 4th principle: Acceptance of one
another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our congregations

Our Spirit Play children know this as the Green Principle. Green is for Grow together.

The suggested chalice lighting for the day is:
We light this chalice for all who are here, and all
who are not;
For all who have ever walked through our doors,
for those who may yet find this spiritual home,
and for those we can't even yet imagine.
For each of us and for us all, may this flame burn
warm and bright.
--Erik Walker Wikstrom

The story is:
“The Invisible String”-Patrice Karst

Expanded principle: We can often forget we are part of a larger community.  From the family we
live with to the people on the street we are all connected and this means we all have to accept
one another and help each other grow and stay in the greater community.  This is particularly
important as part of a church family.  We aren’t all in the same place within our lives or our
beliefs, but we, as part of our covenant to each other, are called to accept and encourage one
another.  Being apart for as long as we have been, it is easy to forget we have a family to
support us, encourage us and accept us for who we really are.  It can get lonely out here all
alone, even if we do have people in our lives.  We see the individual cogs from time to time
working but we don’t even see each other regularly right now.  This is why it is even more
important to connect and reach out to each other even if its in a small way.  Come to the zoom
service, or a zoom based group.  Check the weekly eblast for events.  Text or email someone
from the church.  We are all probably feeling a little lonely and each one of us is probably just
waiting on someone else to reach out.

Suggested dinner/meditation questions:
1. How did you support your friends today?
2. Why is it important to have friends?
3. Why is it important to have a church?
4. What do you bring to your community?

Happy Chalica!

https://www.uua.org/offices/people/erik-walker-wikstrom


In faith, RE Board

*This week is Chalica - a holiday just for UUs that focuses on living our principles every day.  It
is set at the beginning of December to give us a chance to pause and reflect on how we get the
greatest meaning in our days, something that is often lost in the busy-ness of this time of year.
You can be as simple or as elaborate as you'd like with this UU holiday - there are no rules!  You
can light a chalice at dinner or bedtime and ask, simply, "how did you put this principle into
practice today?"  Or you can go all-out with colored candles for each day, using readings or
stories, and creating a family ritual that starts with a breakfast reminder and ends with a family
worship in the evening.  It's totally up to you!


